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PHOTOGRAPHER CREDITAnimal print
Sharmadean Reid , 27, founder
of WAH Nails

Sharmadean Reid says that she adores animal 
print so much she’d ‘even wear it to a funeral’.
The owner of the WAH nail salon in east London, 
as well as a style blogger and trend consultant, 
she grew up in Wolverhampton and would spend 
hours as a girl in the library hunting down books 
on fashion. ‘I devoured every single book there 
was,’ she says. One label in particular enthralled 
her: Dolce & Gabbana. ‘Not only do they “own” 
the leopard print’, she says, ‘they also champion a 
fierce, powerful woman, someone to aspire to and 
be proud of – like the women in my own family.’

Leopard print has moved on since Bet Lynch’s 
day. ‘It’s a classic now,’ says Reid. ‘I don’t ever see 
leopard as a trend. It’s always relevant and stylish.’ 
Her look is inspired by street style, sportswear, 
Courtney Love and the babydoll dresses and 
stompy Doc Martens of !""#s riot-girl bands. P
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Once a cheetah…
This woman wouldn’t dream of wearing anything but animal print, 

another laps up all things Chanel, while a third just can’t stop buying jeans… 
ANNA BERKELEY peeps inside the wardrobes of fashion obsessives

PHOTOGRAPHS BY SAM PELLY
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Leopard print, in her eyes, can work with all these 
styles and for every occasion. 

However, not all animal print is created equal. 
Whether it’s designer or high street, Reid doesn’t 
care; what matters is that the print is a realistic 
representation of the pelt in natural colours. 
‘It has to be perfect for me to want it. Even if it’s 
a great brand like Marc Jacobs, if the print’s not 
authentic I won’t buy it.’ Her hoard, which takes 
in everything from bags to cardigans, comprises 
more than !" pieces, which she admits to having 
cost ‘probably a few thousand pounds’.

One of her all-time favourites is a pair of leggings 
from Primark, now so well worn that ‘I can’t wear 
them out anymore. I sleep in them instead. I used 
to style them with heels and a denim jacket in 
a hip-hop street way,’ she says wistfully. ‘The print 
is incredible – amazing.’ 

Reid says that it has become harder to find 
something special. ‘The problem with fashion, 
with products in general, is globalism. I can’t go 
to New York and pick up something unique 
anymore – I can get it anywhere. That’s taken away 
the thrill of the chase. The last bastion for me 
is a vintage shop, the only place where you can 
buy something that no one else has. I found 
a real fur cloche last month at Camden Market. 
In leopard print, naturally.’

Chanel
Mandi Lennard, 45, fashion consultant 

So deep is Mandi Lennard’s love for the French 
luxury brand Chanel that she’s considering getting 
a tattoo of its interlinked Cs. Think that’s extreme? 
The logo has already made an appearance on one 
of her birthday cakes, and she makes a point of 
wearing Chanel every day. 

Lennard lied about her age to bag her first 
fashion job at Western Jeans Co in Leeds ## years 
ago. From there she joined the legendary fashion 
boutique Browns in London and after six years 
moved into PR. It was then that her love affair with 
the label began. ‘I love it. It’s fresh, progressive and 
new, but true to its heritage,’ she says. 

Some of us can only dream of owning even 
one piece of Chanel, but Lennard has a colossal 
collection. From brooches to scarves, earrings 
to bangles, watches to bags, it’s all there. ‘I love 
dressing low-key but then I will shove a “serious” 
accessory in the mix. That’s me to a tee,’ she says. 

Lennard is well known on the London fashion 
scene and the way she pairs luxury accessories 
with streetwear, baseball caps, jeans and trainers 
has become something of a sartorial trademark. 

A favourite look is ‘my scruffy torn old Bathing Ape 
parka with an un-ironed T-shirt, Uniqlo jeans, 
biker boots and a Chanel mink scarf’.

A recent addition to her collection is a black 
evening clutch bag with a Perspex handle. 
‘I needed an evening bag but I’ve been wearing it 
during the day – it makes me feel elegant,’ she says. 

Lennard is reluctant to put a figure on how 
much she’s spent on Chanel, but she will admit 
to being a voracious shopper. She’ll hunt for 
vintage Chanel at the Clignancourt fleamarket in 
Paris or search on eBay, but prefers shopping at 
the Chanel boutiques in rue Cambon in Paris or 
Old Bond Street in London. One thing she won’t 
do is the sales – what this woman wants is new 
season before anyone else has it. ‘I want to beat the 
others to it, which is why Karl Lagerfeld couldn’t 
take his eyes off me when I was having dinner 
at the next table to him in Paris in #""$. I was 
wearing Chanel Union Jack enamel jewellery that 
had just come out, plus a newly released hat!’ 

For her, acquisition is ‘a renewal. I’m shedding 
skin and want the newest to replace the older 
version that has given me so much.’ She says that 
Chanel makes her feel like Audrey Hepburn in 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s – who wouldn’t want that?

‘Karl Lagerfeld 
couldn’t take 
his eyes off me 
when I was 
having dinner at 
the next table to 
him in Paris’
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Jeans 
Maria Lemos, 47, owner of Rainbowwave 
fashion agency 

Minimalist, pristine, white – Maria Lemos’s 
wardrobe is perfect. It also contains row upon row 
of neatly folded jeans. She is obsessed with them, 
from early Calvin Kleins to Earl Jean and now 
J Brand, and states simply that ‘they are a huge 
part of my life’.

Lemos started her working life in PR then segued 
into sales, working with the designers Sonia Rykiel, 
John Galliano and Cacharel, before finally setting 
up her own fashion agency. From her offices in 
Camden, north London, she sells niche British 
labels such as Peter Pilotto and Meadham 
Kirchhoff to buyers around the world. 

When we meet, Lemos is in a typical ‘dress 
down’ outfit of L’Agence T-shirt, a tailored jacket 
and Lovestory flares, which were her first ever pair 
of J Brands (she now owns more than !"). 

She is in a prime position to test-drive new jeans. 
‘I look at what’s selling best and I try them. I get to 
know the fits and what works best for me,’ she says. 
‘If I’m having a thin day, I reach for a pair of #$$s, 

‘I don’t dry-clean 
them – ever. 
Sometimes I will
boil-wash them so 
they fade faster’

which have a super-skinny fit. If I’m exhausted, or 
fed up, it’s on with a slouchy cut or flares. 

Lemos says she doesn’t like fashion victims and 
isn’t swayed by trends, so she’ll find a shape she 
loves and buy three. ‘I’ll rotate them, wearing one 
until it’s finished and then move on to the next.’ 
She isn’t precious with them either. ‘I wash them 
in the machine. I don’t dry-clean them, ever, and 
sometimes I boil wash so they fade faster.’ 

Biased she may be, but Lemos insists J Brands 
suit all women (‘There’ll be at least one cut that 
works’) and suggests that anyone still searching for 
the perfect pair of jeans should spend a couple of 
hours in a big department store getting to know 
the denim specialist. ‘Some of them are so good 
they can look you up and down and know 
immediately which fit will work’, she says. ‘Buying 
jeans seems to scare people, but it’s really just 
a formula. Find it and you can keep going back.’ 

J Brand’s bestseller in Britain last year was 
the Major, a high-rise skinny cut with zips. When 
Lemos asked the brand to remove the zips (as 
you can when you’re a fashion insider) a whole 
new style was born – the Maria. ‘They hold me in,’ 
she says. ‘I can wear anything with them, flats 
or heels. They’re my bread and butter.’ }
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